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KMG continued its Heart Attack and Stroke Prevention 
corporate health campaign aimed at prevention 
and reduction of employee fatalities related to cardiovascular 
diseases. Additionally, we are tracking and monitoring 
the implementation of the 10 Steps to Better Health initiative 
and KMG Group’s Regulations on Emergency Medical Response 
setting requirements for employee access to emergency 
treatment procedures, medical centres equipment 
and the emergency medical response action plans.

During the year, we also continued to train specialists and other 
employees in first-aid and conducted demonstration medical 
emergency response drills at a number of KMG subsidiaries.

To improve occupational health management and performance, 
we implemented the following measures: 
• Developed and approved KMG’s standard covering 

the Occupational Health Management System in healthcare, 
emergency medical response, pre-shift physical examination 
and risk assessment

• Demonstration medical emergency response drills 
at subsidiaries

• Cross-audits involving subsidiaries’ and associates’ experts
• First-aid trainings for the HSE function paramedics
• Occupational health trainings for the HSE function specialists
• Monitoring of KMG’s Occupational Health Management 

System performance and improvement measures.

To enhance safety culture, the Company has developed a range 
of measures to reduce work-related injury rates: 

• In 2019, we continued behavioural safety observations 
for task execution (68,263 observations) and driving (23,495 
observations)

• Corporate regulations are continuously updated 
and implemented to keep them abreast best global practices 
and ensure a consistent, holistic approach to health 
and safety across KMG Group

• Three tiers of HSE committees are in place 
• Comprehensive audits were run at subsidiaries 

with the highest injury rates and corrective actions were 
taken to reduce the mitigate the risks of work-related injuries

• Off-site presentations were held for both employees 
to provide training in new safety programmes and top 
managers to improve safety engagement

• The KMG’s drivers are continuously trained in safe driving. 
12 internal trainers delivered training to about 1,366 drivers 
(7.2 thous. in total)

• The 5th Competition of the Chairman of KMG’s Management 
Board for the best innovative idea in HSE was held 
(employees of 20 subsidiaries submitted 103 applications)

• As part of Kazakhstan Energy Week 2019, the first 
SPE symposium was held, focusing on health, safety, 
environment and social responsibility in the Caspian Region 
(370 participants)

• The 5th Annual General Directors’ Forum on occupational 
health and safety was held to discuss Working Towards a 

68,263  
behavioral observations on work safety

Zero Injury Rate. Similar forums are held at subsidiaries, e.g. 
KazTransOil JSC held a forum for line managers (over 150 
attendees) in Nur-Sultan

• A number of ongoing programmes to raise awareness of HSE 
issues among employees on the ground were developed 
and rolled out, including the following activities:  
 
  

 – Preparation and circulation of quarterly letters 
from the Chairman of the Management Board to foster 
safety culture among employees

 – Heart Attack and Stroke Prevention brochures were 
distributed across KMG Group

 – HSE promotional products were supplied to subsidiaries 
 – “100% safety” animated wallpaper was installed 

at company desktops and other devices at subsidiaries
 – Meetings between KMG and the Fund portfolio companies 

to share HSE experiences.

23,495 
behavioral observations on driving safety

PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT

KMG’s corporate social responsibility policy fosters 
development across our operating regions. KMG complies 
with the legal and regulatory requirements applicable 
in the Republic of Kazakhstan, as well as with international 
laws and treaties regulating oil companies. We promote 
meritocracy, fairness, and integrity while providing every 
employee with a workplace conducive to new achievements 
and assessing their respective contributions to KMG’s 
overall success based on merit. We also foster a culture 
of understanding, engagement, and support of strategic, 
operational and production goals among our employees 
at all levels. Every year, KMG’s production companies invest 
significant amounts in local social and economic growth 
and infrastructure development across our operating regions 
in line with memoranda signed with local Akimats under subsoil 
use contracts.

The actual headcount for KMG Group (including subsidiaries, 
and 50% and more owned jointly controlled entities) was 70,938 
at end-2019.

The percentage of locally hired top managers of subsidiaries, 
and 50% and more owned jointly controlled entities located 
in Kazakhstan is 86%.

The percentage of employees who are managers at all levels 
is 11.3% of the total headcount. 16.5% of managers are female 
and 83.5% are male.

EMPLOYEE HEADCOUNT BY GENDER, %

2019

2018

2017

2016

Male

82.4 17.6

81.2 18.8

80.8 19.2

79.0 21.0

Female

EMPLOYEE HEADCOUNT BY AGE GROUP, %

2019

2018

2017

2016

Under 30 Over 50 years31 to 50 years

59.213.5 27.3

58.316.7

17.5

23

25

58 24.5

54 23

The actual headcount for KMG Group  
was 70,938 at end-2019.
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PRIORITY AREAS OF OUR SOCIAL POLICY

STUDENT ENGAGEMENT
Every year KMG offers practical training opportunities and pre-
graduation internships to Kazakhstan university students.

In 2019, we hired three graduates of the Zhas Orken 
programme.

About 20 participants in our Digital Summer programme were 
offered summer intern positions across KMG Group, with four 
interns offered further employment with KMG in 2019.

EMPLOYEE ONBOARDING AND TRAINING
Since 2019, KMG Group’s training concept has been focused 
on operational staff development, including both managers, 
engineering and technical personnel, and blue-collar workers. 
The KMG Corporate Centre together with KMG Engineering 
LLP developed and approved development programmes 
for operational staff jobs, such as Reservoir Engineer (in 
2019 the programme covered 25 employees at production 
companies such as Ozenmunaigas JSC, Karazhanbasmunai JSC, 
Mangistaumunaigaz JSC, KMG Engineering LLP, Kazakhoil Aktobe 
LLP, and Kazakhturkmunay LLP).

Another focus in our employee upskilling and training 
programmes is our refinery modernisation effort, which 
requires relevant staff to improve their skills. In 2019, modular 
training was provided to Pavlodar Refinery employees on IBM 
Maxima and process management. We also ran bootcamps 
at Petromidia Refinery, Romania, to provide training 
in maintenance management to employees of Pavlodar Refinery, 
Atyrau Refinery, and Caspi Bitum.

Mandatory training programmes and upskilling courses remain 
our key training priority, with KMG Group spending a total 
of KZT 6.5 bln to train over 140 thous. employees in 2019. 
The number of trainees is calculated based on completed 
trainings (e.g. one employee completing two trainings counts 
as two trainees). Average academic hours of training per year 
per employee is 17.6 hours.

 

over 140 thous. peoplе  
were trained in compulsory programmes 
and upskilling courses

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENTS
KMG Group uses its own model of collective bargaining 
agreement setting out uniform policies covering compensation, 
social support, working conditions, work and rest hours, etc.

Relevant collective bargaining agreements are signed between 
the employer and employees at each company.

Collective bargaining agreements were signed at 36 production 
facilities. A total of 58,710 employees across KMG Group 
companies have been covered by collective bargaining 
agreements. 

58.7 thous. people   
covered by the collective bargaining agreement

 

 
TRADE UNIONS
Employees of KMG Group companies may choose to set up 
a trade union at their own discretion.

KMG Group’s uniform internal communications framework 
requires the management team to hold consultations 
with the Group companies’ trade unions.

KMG Group has 40 trade unions, including shopfloor and local 
trade unions, which defend the interests of 55,657 employees.

 

40  
trade unions
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SOCIAL SUPPORT
KMG Group companies’ collective bargaining agreements 
and Rules for Rendering Social Support guarantee a uniform 
minimum benefits package and outline an additional benefits 
package recommended subject to the respective company’s 
financial position and negotiations between the employer 
and employees/trade unions.

Collective bargaining agreements at KMG facilities offer 35 types 
of social support for employees, their families, and unemployed 
retirees.

MOTIVATION PROGRAMMES
A uniform compensation system has been introduced 
across KMG’s E&P business segment companies to ensure 
consistency of compensation policies across all units and drive 
employee ownership of results. This system sets out a number 
of compensation payments, allowances, and additional 
entitlements payable subject to qualifying conditions, including 
a region-specific ratio, which is a percentage added to one’s 
salary to cover extra expenses and to compensate for tougher 
working environment in harsh-climate regions. 

In 2019, KMG employees took part for the first time 
in an international skills competition hosted by TATNEFT. 
The purpose of the event was to share experiences, provide 
professional training, and strengthen ties between companies.

During the four days of the event, 182 employees from 26 KMG 
Group entities competed in different skill sets.

 

PROMOTION OF HEALTHY LIFESTYLES
KMG annually holds a corporate sports competition across 
various disciplines.

A corporate sports competition was held in Shymkent in 2019. 
The qualification rounds involved over 3 thous. amateur 
athletes from 48 KMG subsidiaries. 350 employees from 26 KMG 
subsidiaries reached the finals. 

 

over 3 thous.   
participants of KMG’s corporate sports 
competition 

CHARITY AND SPONSORSHIP
All sponsorship and charitable programmes on behalf 
of Samruk-Kazyna JSC are run by Samruk-Kazyna Trust Social 
Development Foundation, assisted by public authorities, 
the Government of Kazakhstan, and experts in public and social 
policies.

In 2019, social investments under subsoil use contracts across 
KMG Group totalled KZT 7.6 bln.

During the year, KMG also allocated KZT 22.8 bln to develop 
infrastructure at Turkistan as instructed by the Government 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan (construction of a 7,000-seat 
stadium, a congress hall, and a 1,000-seat amphitheatre). 

 

KZT 7.6 bln    
social investments under subsoil use contracts
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Average academic hours of training per year per employee 
is 17.6 hours.

The number of trainees is calculated based on completed 
trainings (e.g. one employee completing two trainings counts 
as two trainees).

Over 2019, KMG Group companies spent around KZT 22 
bln on social support for their employees (2018: KZT 22 
bln), including social support for unemployed retirees. An 
important share of the benefits package offered across KMG 
Group includes voluntary health insurance for employees 
and their families, maternity and childcare benefits, children’s 
education, help to large families, organisation of summer 
recreation for children, and additional compensations 
for employee leaves. 

Costs by support area 

Costs Share, %

voluntary health insurance of employees 
and their families against the risk of illness

22

maternity and childcare benefits, children’s 
education, help to large families

18

organisation of summer recreation for children 
and additional compensation for employee 
leaves

17

social support for unemployed retirees 7

financial support for treatment/surgical 
procedures above the health insurance limit

2

financial support for purchasing school 
accessories by the start of the school year (1 
September)

3

benefits paid to employees with disabled 
spouses or children with lifelong disabilities 
for the Day of Persons with Disabilities

2

Other types of social support1 29

1. 
Other types of social support (financial assistance to the veterans of the Soviet-Afghan War for marriage, to employees who participated in the Chernobyl disaster 
response or were exposed to the Semipalatinsk Test Site, in connection with the death of an employee/close relatives, for the organisation of funerals; pregnancy 
and childbirth benefits; benefits paid to the family of an employee who died in an accident; assistance to employees in dire need; compensation of housing rent 
expenses to employees; free attendance of sports facilities; benefits paid to employees celebrating a jubilee; compensation of expenses for childcare institutions; 
benefits due to award winners; benefits paid for achieving a retirement age; increased sick pay; onboarding compensation; compensation of expenses for medicines; 
New Year presents for children).

TOTAL NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES TRAINED BY YEAR, THOUS. PEOPLE

2019

2018

2017

2016

143

129

120
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EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT COSTS, KZT BLN 

2019

2018

2017

2016

6.5

5.7

5.6

4.5

KMG Group has no gender pay and bonus gap. The pay 
level at KMG Group entities is linked to position rather 
than an individual employee, i.e. men and women holding 
the same position will receive the same pay and other bonuses 
under our corporate compensation policies. Our executives 
receive annual bonuses for achieving their annual KPIs, 
with quarterly bonuses paid to administrative staff for meeting 
their quarterly targets.

EXPENSES FOR EMPLOYEE SOCIAL SUPPORT, KZT BLN 

2019

2018

2017

2016

22

22

19

19


